Chevy avalanche 2009

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Only 97, Miles! Available in over 80 markets, XM NavTraffic displays various
traffic-impacting incidents such as construction, road closures, accidents and disabled vehicles
so you can take alternate routes to get to your destination faster. Traffic flow data is also
available in select markets, showing average traffic speed and estimated drive time along your
route. For more information, visit gm. Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel
drive. Check out this super clean Chevy Avalanche LT! Runs and drives great- nice shape inside
and out for more info. Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive.
Our pre-owned vehicles include trade-ins, lease terminations and private party purchases. This
results in us having a fine collection of reliable and safe pre-owned vehicles that we can sell
with complete confidence. Our philosophy is not to just fix the cosmetics of an used car but to
properly recondition our pre-owned vehicles mechanically as well which results in a great
pre-owned vehicle you can buy and drive with peace of mind. Under no circumstances will we
be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. To ensure your complete
satisfaction, please verify accuracy with the dealer prior to purchase. Perfect timing! We just
took this vehicle in and only have one photo online because it's currently going through our
multi-point vehicle inspection process. It is still for sale. Please contact our internet department
for more details. Take advantage of our low tax rate of 8. Close to 30 photos will be available
when it finishes in detail, but don't wait. Get your hands on this vehicle before someone else
does. Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles are thoroughly inspected. We
stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our customers and friends.
With easy approved financing! There may also be factory warranty remaining and most vehicles
are eligible for extended service contracts. Ask for more details when you stop in or over the
phone when you call to schedule your appointment. We have a full service department with
certified technicians, five lifts and 10 service bays. All of our vehicles receive several hours of
reconditioning to make sure they are ready for the next owner, you! We are a hassle-free pricing
store and spend tens of hours each week to make sure you are receiving the best value in the
entire Midwest. Being a local business for 33 years has allowed us to obtain some of the best
auto lenders in the country. We have lenders with interest rates as low as 2. We have great
relationships with smaller credit unions and large national banks, with everything in between.
Ask about our financing options today! Recent Arrival! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Bed Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Cylinders 8
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Great truck does everything I ask from hauling my boat and
landscape materials such as rocks, yet is good looking enough to hang with the Mercedes and
Lexus at high end restaurants. The only cheapness I've found is the plastic door handles which
look and feel like chrome both inside and out, tend to break and fall apart in the FL. The plastic
wings behind the windows also turn from black to light gray if you don't constantly maintain
them with a protectant. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. More stars mean safer cars. Learn about
crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The
frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at
35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and
moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or
utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle,
loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for
vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your
car is affected. Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car
seats or other equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a
safety problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs
to be repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the
manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of
Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle
Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison
Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star
ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety problem?
Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched. Since its
introduction in , Chevrolet's Avalanche has won over consumers with its ability to adapt. As an
SUV with the midgate closed and the rear seat up, the Avalanche can comfortably transport six
people, and as a truck with the midgate folded, the Avalanche's truck bed grows in length from

5'3" to 8'2". The Avalanche is, without a doubt, the most flexible SUV on the market. Like the
rest of GM's light-duty pickups, the Avalanche was comprehensively retooled for the model
year, and it's seen only minor changes since then. A new transmission is the biggest news for
the Chevrolet Avalanche this year; replacing the old four-speed transmission is a new six-speed
Hydra-Matic 6L80 automatic transmission. The new transmission improves fuel economy
because the two additional gears allow the engine to operate at lower revs when traveling at
freeway speeds. The lower engine speed also contributes to reduced engine noise. The
standard engine is a horsepower 5. A horsepower 6. But the 6. Their comfort and controls are
first-rate and simple to use. If you haven't been in this newest generation of GM's light-duty
trucks, you owe them a look. An odd smattering of cheap plastic pieces excepted, you'll find
little about which to gripe. Seats are generously proportioned in front especially, and the
second row offers plenty of space for adults. Some drivers will smartly opt for the optional
rearview camera, which is recommend as rearward vision can be obscured. The Avalanche
offers more technology features than most buyers might expect, which is the case with GM's
entire line of full-size trucks. Rear park assist, DVD navigation, and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system with an eight-inch screen are all on the options list, and the Chevrolet
Avalanche includes Bluetooth wireless phone connectivity with steering-wheel controls. The
Avalanche comes with most of the safety features that buyers look for, including head-curtain
side airbags, anti-lock brakes, and StabiliTrak electronic stability. For more reassurance, the
Avalanche earns a top five-star ratings in federal frontal and side impact crash tests. There's
also an optional integrated brake controller system, which provides immediate and measured
brake force signaling to electric-controlled trailer brake systems. Hard-core Avalanche users in
the back country will want to go for the heavy-duty Z71 Off-Road package, which features larger
recovery hook openings; larger, more prominent fog lamps; and specific grille texture and
platinum chrome grille trim. Also, those with bigger budgets will want to take a look at the
top-of-the-line LTZ, which packs on the enhancements to a level that's comparable with GMC's
Denali models, bringing a Centerpoint Surround Sound Bose speaker system, heated and
cooled way power memory seats with perforated leather-trimmed seating surfaces, and a
dressed-up appearance. Cadillac builds a similar vehicle to the Chevrolet Avalanche the
Escalade EXT , but the Avalanche is the original transformer and it keeps getting better. Turning
it from a short-bed pickup to a sort of long-bed with a partial roof covering is a simple process
of flipping down its midgate to extend its pickup bed inside the cabin. Edmunds praises the
"sleeker exterior styling" in this generation. Reviewers generally like the interior of the
Chevrolet Avalanche, but not all are that descriptive as to why. ForbesAutos simply reports the
Chevy Avalanche's "nice two-tone interior is crafted from high-quality materials," and Car and
Driver pays a halfhearted compliment to the "decent interior. The fuel efficiency of the Chevrolet
Avalanche could be better, but it does combine a significant amount of power with agile
handling. In terms of handling, Kelley Blue Book quips Avalanche's bulk makes piloting it
through crowded urban areas no picnic, though it's more maneuverable than some would
expect. Edmunds observes that while "the Avalanche is certainly no sports car around corners,
it deals with them in a competent, predictable manner while delivering a quiet and comfortably
controlled ride on the highway. ConsumerGuide says that "acceleration with the 5. The available
6. During EPA testing, the 5. Two- and four-wheel-drive drivetrains are available with the
Avalanche. A heavy-duty Z71 Off-Road package is optional and features larger recovery hook
openings; larger, more prominent fog lamps; and specific grille texture and platinum chrome
grille trim. Eighteen-inch wheels and tires are also part of the package. Because of its midgate,
the Chevrolet Avalanche provides a fair amount of versatility, and despite a limited bed, there's
ample storage space. Kelley Blue Book notes, "true pickup-truck fans might shun the
Avalanche's relatively short cargo bed and SUV foundation, but the midgate gives it a degree of
versatility that's absent from traditional pickups. Edmunds reports the "more common front
bucket-seat arrangement seats five, but the [ Chevy] Avalanche can accommodate up to six
occupants when equipped with the split-bench front seat. ConsumerGuide says the Chevy
Avalanche is "trimmed mostly with hard plastic, but many surfaces are textured, lending an
upscale appearance," and notes "gauges are large and easy to read ConsumerGuide also
reports that while there is "noticeable highway-speed wind rush and tire rumble It betrays its
design with only mild bounding over large bumps. In addition to its great safety scores, the
Chevrolet Avalanche carries a long list of standard safety features. It did not do as well,
receiving only three stars, in rollover resistance tests, though that can be expected for a rather
tall truck. According to Edmunds, the Chevrolet Avalanche 's "rollover mitigation feature senses
impending rollovers and can apply individual brakes in an attempt to stop them. Visibility is one
area where the Chevy Avalanche doesn't shine. ConsumerGuide notes "the tall tail restricts
vision directly aft. Depending on how much you're willing to spend, you can accessorize the

Chevrolet Avalanche nicely. In addition to the innovative midgate setup, which allows you to
expand the pickup bed into the cabin when needed, the bed itself has some features worth
mentioning. Each rear fender incorporates a lockable compartment, accessible from the top,"
Cars. Edmunds also suggests that the Chevrolet Avalanche "LT is generally more desirable
because it's upgradeable with additional extras for those who want more than an entry-level
vehicle" than a base Chevrolet Avalanche. The Cars. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo.
Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make.
TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes
Disappointing fuel economy with the 6. Buying tip Mind your engine order codes if you're
worried about fuel costs. Some early-production versions of the Chevrolet Avalanche were
equipped with a different 5. This engine does not have the Active Fuel Management feature that
the other 5. By offering the best of both worlds, the Chevrolet Avalanche makes choosing
between a truck and an SUV a heck of a lot easier. Review continues below. Used Chevrolet
Avalanche for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The
Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Chevrolet
Avalanche against the competition. Looking for a different year of the Chevrolet Avalanche?
Used Honda Ridgeline cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our
Cookie Policy. Great truck does everything I ask from hauling my boat and landscape materials
such as rocks, yet is good looking enough to hang with the Mercedes and Lexus at high end
restaurants. The only cheapness I've found is the plastic door handles which look and feel like
chrome both inside and out, tend to break and fall apart in the FL. The plastic wings behind the
windows also turn from black to light gray if you don't constantly maintain them with a
protectant. My Avalanche is my second one. I had a Avalanche that was the most reliable and
cheapest to maintain truck that I have ever owned. I traded it at , miles and never even put
brakes on it. I love my new Avalanche also. It is more comfortable and roomier than my Fuel
economy appears to be better and improving. I will always drive a Avalanche as long as they are
in production. I traded in my Dodge ram crew cab, and this is a lot better than the Dodge the
design interior and exterior is great, everything fits together great, the power on the 5. Looked
for 3 yrs prior to buying, really wanted an Avalanche. Looked as if the leaks had been fixed.
Bought a brand new one but the midgate leaks when I wash it - leaks both into the cab and the
bed on both sides of the midgate. Going back a 3rd time to the dealer. Seems like mine is a
lemon, some leaks on prior years but thought the leak issue was addressed. Been in the shop 2
times since purchasing. This has not been a quality purchase for me and I am very disappointed
in my Chevy. I will never again purchase from this manufacturer. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Avalanche. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:.
Write a review See all Avalanches for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Avalanche. Sign Up.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Chevrolet Avalanche 10 reviews. Cool ride especially this one was,thank
you very much. Great truck, good price. I dont think it will last long on CG. This avalanche is a
nice car however, it is a I realize that there arent going to be any more of these and that this is a
great truck. I love them. Right now, Im trying to get enough money together to buy another one.
Im having a little trouble though because of the prices for an older truck. When I do though,
someone around here who has one will be hearing from me. Great Luxury Suv â€” a lot of
lockable storage, great in the winter driving on the snow terrible fuel economy even with the
variable valve timing 5. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: a lot of
lockable storage, great in the winter driving on the snow. Cons: terrible fuel economy even with
the variable valve timing 5. Inferno Orange Avalanche â€” Great all around suv. Go anywhere in
style with the convenience of a small pickup truck bed. The DVDs keep the kids quiet and the
navigational gps gets you to your destination with ease. I don't feel like I'm driving a large
vehicle on the road. Pros: Very comfortable. Great style. Good power. Relatively economical
fuel mileage for the size and weight. Tows well. Feel very safe when driving. The Avalanche â€”
This has hands done been myfavorite truck that I have had. The ride and room in the truck are
second to none. I would recommend this truck to anyone looking for a high end riding truck
with great towing capacity. Cons: The only drawback in the gas milage in city can be
challenging. The Truck Review â€” Ive done this review twice already so I'm not sure why it
keeps asking for another. Bottomline, this truck is loads of fun. Forjust about any occasion. You
have the comfort if a large cabin or truck bed if you need to do any work-and you can look good
in it while doing the work! Very Good â€” Factory rotors not enough for 22" wheels. Needs
some technical upgrades, better navigation, iPhone integration, and more power. It is fun to
drive. Gets a lot of attention. My second one, seats tend to wear, door armrests not comfortable.
My had more small storage spaces than the Friggin black plastic trim on bed fades. Hard to

keep up. Chevrolet Avalanche Ltz â€” cid 6. The most versatile truck out there. From basic to
luxury, it has everything you need or want in a vehicle. Read More. The only Avalanche I have
been able to check out so far was a good value, for the most part. That is generally taken care
of, a few aftermarket additions retractable step and oversized custom whe There is no engine in
the truck and rear seat is missing and the tires are flat. The back seat folds down to create a 10
long by 50 wide when needed and still have 4 full sized doors. Overall design is far better that
any pick-up configuration. Good value. I really liked the truck as a matter of fact I bought the
Truck Read More. The car is filled with rust throughout the undercarriage. While this car has not
be listed as a flood vehicle, it should be. Very reliable vehicle if you keep up with the
maintenance Read More. Good truck has all I need, needed some work no BIG prob. Have you
driven a Chevrolet Avalanche? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users
commented on categories. Clear selections. Guru99HJBZ writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No.
Sandifer writes:. Guru8L3WR writes:. Greg says:. My only complaint with this truck is trying to
park it in the DC Metro Area. Anything bigger than a Pilot, X5, Explorer, etc. Power is a big
improvement over my last v6 SUV, but a Dodge Ram felt like it had more power from a drivers
perspective. Decent gas mileage for a family vehicle with plenty of room for hauling mulch,
plywood, 2x4s and other DIY project material for around the house. Is this helpful? Jim writes:.
Back Seats:. Justin writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Very comfortable. Cons: I
really don't have any negatives. Pros: Love the ride for a truck. Blanche writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: The hybrid truck bed. Cons: None. Guitarleyrod writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Ride, looks, utility. Cons: Needs more power. Patrick writes:. Pros:
everything! Cons: nothing. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 17 Chevrolet Avalanche
reviews. Read all 7 Chevrolet Avalanche reviews. Read all 15 Chevrolet Avalanche reviews. Cars
compared to Chevrolet Avalanche. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Chevrolet Avalanche to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used
Avalanche in your area? I dont think it will last long on CG Is this review helpful? The front seat
of my Chevy Avalanche is one of the more comfortable seats I have driven in since my surgery.
Ride height is good. In other trucks, including Tundra, F and Ram, the vibrations made me feel
nauseous by no means criticizing those other trucks; this is due to an issue with my surgically
repaired lower back. Pros: a lot of lockable storage, great in the winter driving on the snow
Cons: terrible fuel economy even with the variable valve timing 5. Feel very safe when driving
Cons: I really don't have any negatives. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Ride, looks,
utility Cons: Needs more power 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Cons: nothing 1 of 1
people found this review helpful. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Used Chevrolet Avalanche for
Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5. We use it for biking,
hauling, back- roading and general transportation. The unique feature is the converter option. It
becomes a flatbed truck when needed, yet it is also a smooth ride with a luxury interior. It looks
and feels like an SUV on the road, even when carrying a heavy load. The outside panels have
held up much better than expected considering the beating we have put it through. Pain and

exterior trim still look like new. I have over 60k miles and it is still pulling strong. The first time
we took this back roading it was a sight to see. Dust flying everywhere we could barely see in
front of us. What a chore to clean afterwards too, we got soaking wet. The fold-down back seat
is a real plus. You can turn this beautiful SUV into a cargo truck. The truck sits very high,
therefore it can sometimes be hard to do regular maintenance, such as change windshield
wipers, etc. I love everything about my truck. It's getting older but it's still a great truck. It has ,
miles on it and I've never changed the antifreeze and we just started changing the spark plugs
and it's run great until the last few months. I am very impressed with Chevy's quality on these
vehicles. I would definitely buy another one! We went to a park and my husband used the four
wheel drive to prove to the kids that the truck could climb and it scared my daughter to death. It
was actually really funny! Avalanche Owner. My husband totaled our Avalanche last week. We
loved it so much we are looking to replace it with a newer model. It was a very comfortable and
roomy vehicle that rode like a car instead of a truck. We loved how the back seats would lay
down and you could extend the bed of the truck. The notch on the side of the bumper to help
you step up onto the bumper was great. Some people did not like all the plastic on the side of
the vehicle, but we did. It prevented the vehicle from getting chips and scratches along
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the bottom sides of the vehicle. You sat up high when you rode in this vehicle. The non-skid
mat in the back was truly non-skid. If you put something on the mat it pretty much stayed where
it was put. Now, that's great for keeping things from rolling around, but not so great when you It
was difficult for me to see well when in reversing this vehicle. So I was always careful where I
parked. We hauled many things in the back of this truck over the years. Building materials,
trash, tree limbs, firewood, and furniture have been hauled around in the back of this truck.
Took thru a field and woods looking for the grave site of an ancestor. Was great fun and our
cousins loved the experience. Also, took this vehicle on a trip to Vermont in the fall of the year.
Great memories. Backseats laying down to expand bed length. Comfortable like riding a car -does not ride like a truck. Hard to see when backing up. Also, a large vehicle so can be
interesting to park. Toyota Tundra vs Chevy Avalanche.

